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Preparation Tips for the ICMR NET 2023

Applicants have to prepare themselves by following the syllabus of the entrance examination.

Applicants should plan their everyday schedules and remove a �ixed time to study and focus on it.

Applicants should never eliminate any part of the topic while studying or preparing for the
examination.

Take help from the best books and study materials that are available on the internet or the market.

Practice with previous years՚ question papers are always helpful as they will help you to know more
about the exam pattern.

Applicants must always be mentally and physically prepared for the examinations in other works
should be healthy and fully focused on it.

Start preparing for exam at least 4 months before the date of ICMR JRF

Keep Solving and analyzing

The questions in ICMR JRF are designed to bring out your understanding and basic knowledge of
biotechnology. Try to be more concise and precise over concepts and basic knowledge rather than
running on path of blind learning and going through everything.

Make a schedule for Revision and tests

For part A of ICMR – JRF, Give a special preparation with 9th , 10th level general science, 11th &12
chemistry, biostatistics.

For part B of ICMR – JRF, Prepare will all modern topics from CSIR-NET syllabus like molecular biology,
Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Genetic Engineering, Immunology, Microbiology, Genetics and Most
Importantly tools & Techniques.

Proper time management In 2 hours of exam time, you need to attempt 50 (compulsory) + 75 out of
100 so have a practice of managing time by practicing more & more questions

By Keeping in mind that There will be negative marking@25% for each wrong answer

Say NO to New topic during exam days-Student must not study any new topic in the last weeks. It
would bring unnecessary anxiety and can disturb your overall preparation. You should instead keep
on honing the previously practiced topics and solve mock test papers. Studying more or all is not
required if you have not studied it previously, but regular revision of the topics what you have studied
is the key to success.

Make notes for formulas and important concepts-All the important experimental questions, concepts,
constants must be written separately in a short note so as to keep them revising on one go this will
help you in NAT type questions.
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Add exercise/yoga, meditation and Power Nap in the day Schedule

As you must have heard – healthy mind lives in healthy body but Being a biology student, you must
also understand the reverse is also true “only a healthy mind can have a healthy body.” Just maintain
the calmness of your brain by taking small breaks from studies – for basic PRANAYAM, MEDITATION
and YOGA (many videos are available on you tube)

During the day hours take at least two short power nap after every 5 – 6 hours of study

Ask the expert- You must take help from those genuine friends who have quali�ied the exam in past.

You can have even live discussion on this channel tune to time

Develop a positive attitude in life especially for this exam. Never think that this exam is the last hope in
Life. don՚t worry you have a brighter life ahead this is just a milestone

Avoid travelling at the night just before exam especially if your Centre in another city just reach one
day before the exam take rest and proper sleep.


